CHASING DREAMS FROM AFRICA TO CHINA

Sponsored by East Asian Studies

Meet the Directors and
Learn about life in China for African traders

Friday September 28th
Screening followed by Q & A

1:00pm Mandel G03

GUANGZHOU DREAM FACTORY

RAYMAR EDUCATIONAL FILMS presents "GUANGZHOU DREAM FACTORY" A FILM BY CHRISTIANE BADGLEY AND ERICA MARCUS
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY CHRISTIANE BADGLEY MUSIC BY SEWOR OKUDZETO PERFORMED BY SEWOR OKUDZETO AND THE SAKORA ALL STARS
SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR JEREMY GROODY AT SOUND LOGIC POST PRODUCED BY ERICA MARCUS PRODUCTION MANAGER LANG KE-HUA
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JAMES COSTELLO PHOTOGRAPHY (CHINA) BY MANTSE ARYEEDUANE EDITED BY CHRISTIANE BADGLEY

© RAYMAR EDUCATIONAL FILMS, INC.
www.gzdreamfactory.com